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Abstract For the purpose to test large and off-axis aspheric surfaces without the aid of other null optics，a novel 

method combined subaperture stitching and interferometry is introduced．The basic principle and theory of the 

technique are researched，the synthetical optimization stitching mode and effective stitching algorithm are established 

based on homogeneous coordinates transformation and simultaneous least—squares fitting．The software of SSI is 

devised，and the prototype for testing of large aspheres by SSI is designed and developed．The experiment is carried 

on with three subapertures for an off．axis sic aspheric mirror with a clear aperture of 230× 141 (mm)．For the 

compare and validation，the asphere is also tested by null compensation，the synthesized surface map is consistent to 

the entire surface map from the null test，the differences of PV and RMS error are 0．0232 and 0．0142，respectively； 

and the relative errors of PV and RMS are 0．57％ and 2．74％ ．respectively．The results conclude that this technique 

is feasible and accurate．It enables the non-null testing of parts with greater asphericity and larger aperture． 
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1 Introduction 

Because the aspherical surfaces permit optical de— 

signs and optical systems with fewer elements。resul— 

ting in decreased system weight，size，complexity，and 

cost，as well as increased transmissivity and improved 

image quality 。 ．they are extremely important in opti- 

cal systems and have been applied in various kinds of 

fields．As the use of aspheres in optical systems be— 

comes more and more prevalent，the need for precise 

and efficient metrology grows．One of the most promis— 

ing measurement is interferometry[ 。 ．Because of its 

high resolution， high sensitivity and reprOducibility， 

this technology has become the standard too1 for testing 

optical surfaces and wavefronts． 

However，when testing the aspheric surfaces with 

large aperture，steep and large departure，many inter— 

ference fringes are formed on the detection device and 

make proper analysis difficult to perform ，so we will fall 

back on auxiliary optics such as null corrector and com- 

puter generated hologram (CGH) ．The auxiliary el— 

ements must have been specially designed and custom— 

ized，it needs much more time and cost，moreover it 

brings other errors including both manufacturing errors 

and some unavoidable misalignment errors．The cost of 

making and verifying the null elements conspires to 

keep aspheres from practical optical designs． 

Subaperture stitching interferometry(SSI)can ex— 

pand the longitudinal and lateral dynamic ranges of the 

interferometer，and broaden the scope of measurement 

significantly[ 。 ．The basic idea of subaperture testing 

method was first proposed bv Kim in 1982L J． It can 

test large optical system by an array of smaller optical 

flats without large reference flat。which substantially 

reduces the cost and complexity．The second milestone 

is the discrete phase method developed by Stuh— 

lingerE 
． Then the least—squares method to fit the rela— 

tive piston and tilt by the datum of overlapping regions 

was introduced by Otsubo et ac．[ 。’ ．The mentioned 

stitching methods were effective for testing large flats， 

but they cannot measure large spheres or aspheric sur— 

faces． 

Recently，in order to solve the key problems in 

subaperture testing of aspheric surfaces，Chen estab— 

lished the subaperture stitching algorithms formulated 

from the geometrical point of view， combined with 

methods for workpiece localization，tolerance assess— 

ment and multi—view registrationL ． 

The last significant progress of SSI is the automa— 

ted subaperture stitching interferometer workstation 

produced by QED(Queues Enforth Development，Inc．) 
technologies[ 。。 

． It is applicable not only to plano op— 

tics，but also spherical and moderate aspheric surfaces 

with the aperture smaller than 200 mm．But the math— 

ematic model and stitching algorithm have not been de— 

scribed in detai1 by QED． 

Recently we have proposed a synthetical optimiza— 

tion stitching algorithm for testing large and off-axis as— 

pheric surfaces by SSI 。’ ．In this letter．a prototype 

for testing of large aspheres by SSI is developed，it can 

test large aperture aspheric surfaces at high resolution， 

low cost，and high efficiency without any null optics． 

2 Basic Theory And Process 

The sketch of the SSI is shown in Fig．1．and the 

elaborate flow chart is given in Fig．2． 

Firstly，we define the surface to be measured，in 
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Fig．1． (a)Sketch of setup and(b)model for 

testing asphere by SSI 

Fig．2．Flow chart of SSI 

particular its nominal aperture and radius of the curva— 

ture．The proper transmission sphere is selected cor— 

rectly，then the size and number of the subaperture is 

determined by the surface diameter and the relative ap— 

erture． 

The second step is to contro1 the interferometer 

and the tested asphere precisely．the first nullis located 

at the center of the surface，the curvature of the spheri． 

ca1 wavefront is consistent with the measured region。 

the phase distribution of this region will be recorded． 

Thirdly，we align the interferometer or the as． 

phere again and again，let the slope of the spherical 

wavefront match the slope of the outer subaperture and 

make the adjacent subapertures have some overlapping 

areas。then the phase data of each subaperture is ac． 

quired by interferometric method，and the data of the 

cOrrespOnding subaperture will be recorded． 

Fourthly，we choose the subaperture in the center 

region of the aspheric surface for the fiducial subaper— 

ture．the data of all the subapertures will be unified into 

the same reference by homogeneous coordinates trans． 

formation。and the relative translation error wil1 be e． 

1iminated from each subaperture through the simultane． 

OUS least-squares method by minimizing the discrepancy 

in the overlapping areas． 

M ter al1 the translation errors have been subtrac． 

ted，a final1east—squares fitting is performed to evaluate 

the misalignment errors of the whole system． 

3 Stitching Algorithm 

The phase data of each subaperture can be obtained 

by interferometry，then the data of al1 the subapertures 

can be unified into the same reference by homogeneous 

coordinates transformation． 

Sketch of SSI is given in Fig．3．Supposing the 

difference of the same point in the overlapping area be— 

tween the adjacent subaperture is WA，WA is introduced 

by the rigid．body motion of the off-axis mirror and 

should be removed from the result．The rigid—body has 

six freedom degrees，it contains D ，D ，D and ， 

Y，2，where D ，D ，D are the displacements of the 

entire conic section，and ，Oy， are rotations about 

these parent coordinate axis， is of no significance here 

(due to rotational symmetry of parent about its 

axis) ． 

Fig．3．Sketch of SSI 

The wavefront change WA(z， ) associated with 

the vector displacement of any point on the surface is 

given by 

W A( ，．y)一一 2(6d· )， (1) 

where，l is unit vectors along the normal to the sur— 

face．For a general conic section，with k=1一e0 and 

vertex curvature c=1／R．we can find the following 
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For on—axis optical system ，we can see the main 

misalignment—induced aberrations are tilt，focus， 

coma。and spherica1．But for off—axis aspherical op— 

tical system 。we wish to express the wavefront ab— 

errations in terms of subaperture coordinates， 

Eq．(2)has changed to the following terms 

V A(-z，Y)一一 2D + 
tl1t 

(2cD + 20y)z + (2Cd 

一 2 + 2x 0 + 

^ st1gm at1 sin 
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D 十 2 

+ 

(3) 

We can stitch two subapertures by subtracting the 

translation errors of adjacent subapertures．Using the 

principle of two subapertures splicing many times may 

realize multi—subaperture stitching．But it often brings 

the erroneous transmission and accumulation，thus the 

precision wil1 be reduced． 

In this letter，the sum of the squared differ- 

ences for all common areas should be minimized 

simultaneously．Suppose there are M  subapertures 

altogether． In order to be simple for the 1ocaliza— 

tion and measurement，generally choosing the sub— 

aperture in the central region of the aspheric sur— 

face for the fiducial subaperture，it can be seen 

from Eq．(3)，the misalignment of adjacent subap— 

ertures will have combinations of different amount 

of piston，tilt，power，astigmatism ，coma，and pri— 

mary spherica1． So each measurement needs to 

hold the following function for the correction of 

piston，tilt，power，astigmatism ，coma，and pri— 

mary spherical： 

where W0 is the phase distribution of the fiducial sub— 

aperture，W 1，W 2，⋯ ，WM一1 are the phase distributions 

of other subapertures，P ，口 ，b ，c are the coefficients 

of the relative translation errors to the fiducial subap— 

erture of the displacement．tilt in the z and y direc— 

tions and power respectively，d ，e are the coefficients 

of the relative astigmatism ，and 

cients of the relative coma，h is 

relative primary spherica1． 

} ， 

the 

g are the coeffi— 

coefficients of the 

By using least squares fitting derived to mini— 

mize the sum of the squared differences in the all 

overlapping regions，as 

n ≠ 0 1C WotWj 
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where (z1 1，Yl 1)，(zn l，YJ1 1)， (zJ2 2，YJ2 2)，and 

( ，，YJ )denote spatial coordinate system of the 

unified reference coordinates of each subaperture； 

N1 is the number of subapertures overlapping the 

fiducial；N2 is the number of subapertures overlap— 

ping other subaperture，excluding the fiducial sub— 

aperture；n is the number of sampling points of 

each common region．the tota1 number oI the over— 

lapping areas is N1+N2． 

Taking the differentiations of Eq．(5)with re— 

spect to these unknows，the 1east squares equation 

can be described as Eq．(6)， where i is integer 

from 1 to M 一1，then the best splicing parameters 

can be obtained by this function，SO the phase data 

of all the subapertures can be unified to the same 

benchmark． 

W e choose the central subaperture for the 

fiducia1 subaperture。 and make data of all the 

subapertures unify into the same reference by 

homogeneous coordinates transformation， then 

eliminate the relativetranslation error from each 

subaperture using the simultaneous least—square 

method by min。i‘mi‘zi ng the discrepancy in the 

overlapping areas． 

The coordinate frame of the subaperture is 

shown in Fig．4，where(z0， o，W0)is the coordi— 

nate frame of the fiducial subaperture while (z ， 

Y ，W )is the coordinate of other subapertures． 

f鬟一。 f簧一。 f筹一。 

{ 3S—O，{ OS—O，{ OS—O．(6) 1 一 1 一 1 一U． ) 
l募一0 l莠一0 l蓑一o 

According to homogeneous coordinates trans— 

formation，the relationship between them can be 

0 

00 

Fig．4．Coordinate of the subaperture 
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Because the asphere under test iS rotational—sym— 

metric，y iS equa1 to zero．S iS the matrix of scale． 

Because the zoom of CCD iS the same to each sub— 

aperture，S iS set 1． 

H ence the phase data of all the subapertures 

can be unified to the same benchmark and stitched 

together by Eqs．(6)一(10)． 

After all the relative translation errors are elimi 

nated，a least-squares fitting is implemented to evalu 

ate the misalignment errors of the system as 
N 

∑{ (z ， )一[ +By + 
i= 1 

C(x +Y )+D3} 一min， (11) 
where is the phase distribution over the full aperture； 
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